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In this proposal, we present GFB, Geo-Fencing Box, a method that could help prevent the drones
from entering into restricted areas. GFB is based on using a hardware system which can be used
to override the Drone in case an intrusion occurs. Our method will make use of the available GPS
and RF systems to detect intrusions and check restricted areas. Thereafter once it is detected that
the Drone is inside a restricted area, the hardware override system will kick in and run
precautionary mechanism.

Airport
Authority
of India,
#CA12
Ministry
of Civil
Aviation

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/air
port-mapguidanceusing-vr/

AAS is a project based on automation where a human, even with disabilities can travel based on
an application designed to facilitate ease of navigation on airports. From entering the airport to
the point of boarding a flight, the idea is to remove the dependencies on direction boards and
having to ask other people for help. Navigation is based on an app which will use GPS technology
and 3D VR maps to accurately reach destinatations marked by self made RF detecting sensors.to
map and tag phones.
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Aviation

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/m
onitoringmechanis
m-forThroughp
passenger- ut
throughpu Calculatio
t-time-at- n System
check-incountersand-shaby-aai-atairports2/

The basic idea is to use object detection to track all the people in the frame of the camera. Now
to calculate average waiting time we can simply take the ratio of the time for which the passenger
was in the frame and the total number of passengers present in the frame.Further it can be
extended to incorporate Suspect Detection System using Facial Features and Deep Neural Nets to
accurately find suspects in Airport Premises.
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Airport
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of India,
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Ministry
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Aviation

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/in
cidentreportsubmissio
n/

Incident
report
submissio
n

Many flights carrying more than passengers take off from 82 Indian airports to land at domestic
and international destinations. Safety of these flights and these passengers is of paramount
concern. Every incident involving these flights is reported, compiled, collated and analysed to dig
deep into the root causes so that necessary steps can be taken to prevent its recurrence. No
incident is too small. Long-hand reporting and manual compilation of such voluminous data is
tedious. We will make app
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of India,
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First
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AIRPORT
AUTOMAT
ED
GUIDING
SYSTEM:
AAS

Proposed system is an automated monitoring & cleaning alert system which will be able to
inform the operator and maintains services log by email and sms about the cleaning.
By sensors, will analyzing the different parameter in washroom like number of people use
washroom ,quality of air , dust or water on floor , tissue use , dustbin filled by garbage , water
level in tank , light availability in washroom etc.. define that washroom is cleaned or unclean and
control some equipment such

Winning
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All India
Council
Extrapolat for
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e
Technical
Education
(AICTE)

All India
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for
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/kn
owledgeplatformforsharingtheprojectworkstaken-upby-thestudentsintechnicalh
ighereducation
alinstitutesanduniversitie
sthroughou
t-thecountry/

An API using Artificial Neural Networks will be designed. Interrelations of various factors
influencing the employment potential of a course will be determined and a model based upon
Multilayer Perceptron Topology will be parameter-tuned. A predictive model will be trained,
tested in the back-end and the user/client will be able to communicate with it on a web based
front-end via the API.

Knowledg
e platform
for sharing
the
project
works
taken up
by the
students
in
We propose 'Gyaanuday', a web portal, where students will be able to showcase their work and
Technical/ people like venture capitalists, industrialists, scientists and other students can discover the most
Higher
interesting ones.
Education
al
Institutes
and
Universiti
es
throughou
t the
country.
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
To create a single, responsive platform in the form of a website and mobile app for the key
llenges/lac
players viz. the proposers and the end-users to collaborate. These key players have to register to
k-ofthe system through a registration module. The administrators validate the key players using their
informatio UniPortal
unique id number. Every proposer, while organizing an event can add it to the portal which
n-aboutpropagates information about it. The end-user can filter searches based on keywords, themes,
academiccategories & locations.
activitiesin-singleplatform/
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https://in
novate.my
Open Data
gov.in/cha
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llenges/op
Universiti
en-data-ofes is
universitie
lacking
s-islacking/

The analysis of data and information collected from Internet has ended up in enlightening the
idea within us to develop a product which would eliminate the gap of interaction between Indian
Government and Universities. We have to maintain data of each students using latest technology
because student are of a great resource for the not only India's reputation & growth but also
economy. Architecture of the proposal defines the authentication, information & data flow
between different types of user

Deloitte
Innovation Appslash
Award *
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Alphas

Departme
nt of
#DBT4
Biotechnol
ogy

Also tracks one's academic qualifications and ongoings,and analyze data to forecast future
employment needs as per scenario in the present domains.

Notifies on a demanded interest for a course or a job.

https://in
novate.my
Creating cloud computing based solution, (web-based and android based ) for storing Brain MRI
gov.in/cha Radionomi images of many patients, facilitating decoding the Tumour Phenotype by large scale data
llenges/ra cs
analysis, to be able to detect imaging biomarkers to help determine the risk of developing a
dionomics
disease, effective treatment plan with possible use of Radiogenomics .
/
https://in
novate.my QRCS
gov.in/cha (Quick
llenges/gp Response
s-mapping- Coofordination
resources- System)
for-crisis-

Departme
Inspiration Sankalp_S nt of
#DAE9
Award
COEPUNE Atomic
Energy

The Working model brings 3 national data repositories under one hood encompassing the Aadhar
ID and the Academic data of a student to provide paperless verification facility at AICTE
accredited institutions on the go by biometric fingerprint recognition on the cross platform mobile
application.

Real Time
Blood
Managing
System
(RTBMS)

https://in
novate.my
E-Blood
gov.in/cha
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llenges/bl
App
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https://in
novate.my
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llenges/ex videos/ex
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of-nobel- Bhatnagar
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bhatnagar- Padma
awardees- awardees,
padmated talks
awardees- etc.
ted-talksetc/

QRCS (Quick Response Co-ordination System)

Our Aim is modernizing the facility of donating blood and finding donors as soon as possible so
that no one suffers in the case of urgency. For the same, we want to develop an app that will
contain the real time database of all the blood banks in your locality stating the units of blood
available with its characteristics, real time requisition for blood by individuals. The user can track
the nearby hospitals/blood banks and even the events being conducted by them with the help of
geo-tracking.

ORCS features include:
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Real Time Notification
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Crisis categorization [ low, medium, high ]
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Send and Receive Alerts
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Real time status update
Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Aid Traffic Control Room

To motivate for blood donation and to save emergency patient life we will design this application
to create account from interested blood donors and feel their all details with blood group.

For More Details Click on below Link:https://prezi.com/lmwn5vyn1ksi/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medium=copy&rc=ex0share

In our system, we are going to provide a database containing biotechnology videos along with an
android/iOS app to efficiently retrieve videos based on the keyword provided by the user. We are
also implementing web-crawler for automatically updating the database with downloaded videos
from respective websites.
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impersona on of
tion-inimpersona
examstion in
conducted- exams
by-dbt-forselectionof-jrf-jnucet-bitp/

The above mentioned issue can be solved by linking Aadhar details of a candidate. Every
candidate has to provide his Aadhar details while registering for examination. Hall tickets with
encoded unique QR code will be provided which will be scanned at examination centers. The
invigilator will use the app which will authenticate the candidate by scanning QR code and Finger
prints of candidate. If authentication is successful, then the candidate is allowed to appear for
exam

Departme
nt of
#DBT14
Biotechnol
ogy

https://in
novate.my
Android
gov.in/cha
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llenges/an
mobile
droidapp for
basedidentificati
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conductedof JRF/
by-dbt-forJNU-CET /
selectionBITP.
of-jrf-jnucet-bitp/

The idea is to build the android application with biometric Aadhaar authentication device to
detect any impersonation in the exams conducted by DBT for selection of JRF / JNU-CET / BITP
using Aadhaar bridge API provided by UIDAI. The proposed exam sub system have middleware
and backend with android mobile application. It supports users like admin of exam conducting
authority(CEEB/JNU), Exam Centre supervisor, Exam Hall supervisor to login, verify the student
impersonation in the exam hall.

Departme
nt of
#DBT9
Biotechnol
ogy

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/da
shboardfor-themebasedaggregatio
n-ofprojectsfunded-bydbt-e-g- TB
projects- Research
funded-by- Manager
differentgroups-ontuberculos
is-newdrugdevelopm
entdiagnostickitvaccineetc/

We plan to build a Web app along with Android App with simplistic and efficient human
computer interaction with a personal assistant (using Natural Language Processing and Machine
Learning). Effective visualization of the data is our motto by showcasing data in a statistical
fashion and carrying out analysis with prediction. There will be separate user interfaces designed
for the administrator and user of the application.The details will have an option of English or
regional language.
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nt of
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/ski
lldevelopm
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Skill
Developm
ent in
Chemical
&
Petroche
mical
Sectors

The ministry under Chemical and Petrochemical Sector will provide a unique username and
password to all of its authorized centers using which these centers can enter the details of any
approaching person seeking for job with valid documents in national level database.The
companies in search of skilled employees will receive the details of a job seeker from the national
level database once the job seeker chooses to apply for job in that company from the job portal
under that ministry's website.

The solution provides a national database of all chemical manufacturers in India with details of
chemicals produced / imported / exported and their quantities.
Departme
nt of
First
Nihareeka Chemicals
#DCP3
Runner Up s
and
Petroche
micals

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha Inventory The movement of chemicals, particularly hazardous chemicals can be monitored using GPS
llenges/in of
(Global Positioning System) and secure access is ensured with RFID (Radio-Frequency
ventory-of- Chemicals Identification) technology.
chemicals
/
Thus, the mentioned solution provides maximum automation and security, with minimum cost of
implementation.
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novate.my for
gov.in/cha Chemical
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chemicals mical
/
Product
with Real

Second
svs#005
Runner Up

A National database platform will be created by grouping all the interdependent chemical
industries and fixing a centralized board to monitor the product and allied product activities of the
industries. In implementation work, a centralized board treated as a server which holds a
knowledge information using certain tools like html, php with dB. The encrypted and secured data
which is to be updated by industries.
To collect and Store data in systematic manner in RDBMS, a single Hybrid platform available for all
concern with full control Under DCP.

Easily Configurable Hybrid API for concern unit so that Data can be captured from their existing
ERP/SAP solutions without any extra man-hour and Error. Also manual entry form available where
no ERP/SAP exist.A Dynamic Report Design Tool with full access control under DCP, helps easily
create, view and publish reports on web without dependency of programmer.

https://in Object
novate.my Detection
gov.in/cha and
llenges/im localisatio
age-based- n using
objectIterative
recognitio Neural
n/
Networks

We are trying to make an iterative neural network (RNN+CNN) model which can be ideal for
detection as well as localization. We have many aerial images datasets available online to train
the model like Vedia, Open street Maps. If trained properly the model will provide much better
accuracy than any other computer vision algorithm.

Departme
First
NPnt of
#DDP16
Runner Up Complete Defence
Productio

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/vi

Video
Stabilizati
on for
Unmanne

-UAV live feed is simulated by an Android smartphone.
-This jittery video is streamed to the server.
-The server outputs jitter-free video in near real time.
-OpenCV used for video processing, CUDA used for optimization.

Departme
nt of
Second
CyberForc
Defence #DDP14
Runner Up e
Productio
n

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/se
curecopiersecurepen-drivecopier/

Secure
Copier
(Secure
Pen drive
Copier)

The USB flash driveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s firmware to act as HDI(Human Interface Device) called a bad USB.
This allows us to reprogram the microcontroller of them to act as a HID / keyboard and perform
custom keystrokes on our target machine. By changing the existing patch code in firmware using
Phison (PS2251) chip and injector we can achieve these constraints.

Departme
nt of
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Award
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/on
lineintelligenc
egatheringandanalyticstool/

Real Time
Intelligenc
e
Gathering
and
Analytics
Platform
For Social
Media
And
Online
Sources

To build a human-centric SaaS platform that enables the analysis of real time online data. Focus
on providing relevant techniques and algorithms to human analysts so as to enable them to draw
insights from data through lucid visualizations. Employ a machine learning based approach-that
conforms to data and helps the analyst in making better decisions. Security enforced by using an
isolated intranet for the SaaS. Addl. Features: data/source monitoring, automatic anomaly
detection, sentiment etc.
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TalkNTrac
e: An app
that will
provide
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Real-time
Location
& Chatting
with
group
members

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha No Void,
llenges/bri Now
dgingVoice
digitaldivide/

Our app(TalkNTrace) is a location tracking app where one can get real-time location of his/her
friends in a group on a single screen. We are providing an Emergency button by which one can
send his/her location via SMS to his/her trusted contacts or to the nearby police station/Hospital
at the time of emergency. Mainly, our app will be helpful for police and defence department as an
authority that can communicate with different groups to trace the criminals from different
locations using map.

An application Interface based on Indian Sign language(ISL) which will enable speaking and
hearing easy and effective leading to healthy teaching and learning environment. The application
will consist of-

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Speech to Sign language conversion-Teacher speaks and the tablet/phone at student
side converts it into sign language and text.

Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Sign Language to speech conversion-Student communicates through sign language; signs
are captured and are converted to speech by the phone hanging in his neck.
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Runner Up Fizians
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/as
sistivetools-forvisuallyhe
aringimpair/

In our country large number of population is physically challenged. Those disabled people are
dependent on some other person to fulfill their daily requirement. To support such motor skilled
Visually
people EOG based rehabilitation device is a boon, which makes them independent and can make
Controlled
their life easier.
vehicle
chair for
disable
Electrooculography is a technology of sensing eye signals and is used efficiently and effectively in
person
developing bio-based human to machine interface. It uses 4 electrodes two for horizontal
movemen

Second
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Runner Up
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/as
sistivetools-forvisuallyhe
aringimpair/

Assistive
tools for
visually/h
earing
impair

This project aims to demonstrate the application of the pressure sensitive conductive sheet
velostat in the development of cost effective gesture recognition gloves to aid communication for
the visually/hearing impaired. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s primary application is to convert hand gestures to
sentences on a screen along with the production of speech(voice). The aim is to create an
inexpensive wearable device that has the capability to provide an alternate, easier means of
communication for the differently-abled.
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/as
sistivetools-forvisuallyhe
aringimpair/

Assistive
Tools For
Visually/H
earing
Impair

The physically impaired people face many problems for catering to their basic needs within their
house like identifying the location of an object (visual), reaching a place of need (physical)
operating various appliances (visual and physical), etc. The major challenge is mobility which
ultimately impacts their overall effective life within their own household. The main problem
involves reaching objects for their basic needs like water bottle, food containers, furniture etc.
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e
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Winning
Team

An app to provide alerts based on the updates in the world of startup building a web crawler
which crawls certain government and private websites and searches for the keywords like
Ã¢â‚¬Å“startupÃ¢â‚¬Â
, Ã¢â‚¬Å“startup IndiaÃ¢â‚¬Âand similar others which are indexed based
on their release date. The crawler automatically updates its horizon when a new article is
released in the pages. This indexed information is given as a notification to the user of the apps
with a link to visit the page and the user can also bookmar

Admin can plan/schedule meetings.
Admin can add PDF or other media files for Pre-assignments and tasks for the upcoming meeting.
Arrange virtual meeting(Video conferencing).
Remind & notify attendees through e-mails, SMS, notification alerts for new meeting and report
for tasks from last held meeting.
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https://in
novate.my
Online
gov.in/cha
Dashboar
llenges/on
d for
lineMonitorin
dashboardg
forRecorded discussion would be converted to text (speech to text conversion).
Committe
monitorin
e
Auto-generated outcome of meeting (Using text summarization technique of Machine learning).
gcommitte
Attendees can discuss issue.
With the flourishing start-up culture in India, there arises a need to guide and allow these
https://in
entrepreneurs to grow without worrying much about the official formalities.
novate.my
gov.in/cha
Our team is dedicated to provide a better solution in terms of UX by adding extra features to the
StartUp
llenges/m
already existing app and making it a common platform for Start-ups and Incubators to register,
India App
obile-appcollaborate and gain insights.
v2
upgradationv2-0/
This way the user can be made aware of the latest schemes and programs to attain maximum
benefit from them
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/en
Startup
ablementIndia Live
of-liveChat
chatfeature-instartupind
ia-gov-in/

The live-chat application will find use as a credible and simple way for getting information related
to startup incubation from investors nearby. The Chat Bot functionality, preloaded with all the
data, will efficiently be able to cater to any queries that may arise to the people (Laws and
sections towards startups, Government incentives etc.)

https://in IMPLEME
novate.my NTING A
gov.in/cha BARCODE
llenges/ba STRUCTUR
rcodes-for- E FOR
dualPOSTAL
purpose/ SERVICES

By implementing PDF417 stacked linear barcode structure which can be printed by already
existing printers at the post offices, we can include all the required information such as the PIN
code, Aadhar information of recipient and consigner etc. This is going to be extremely useful for
AMPC machines, analytics purposes and is easy to implement with the current available
resources.
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novate.my
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ce/
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Monitorin
g of
bandwidt
h
Performan
ce

Our Aim is to create a simple, easy to use software solution/web app for monitoring the internet
speed at both the user end and also the connectivity and system status of the mailroom server
application service for easy diagnosis of the connectivity issue and available bandwidth to the
desktop, both locally via the user or remotely by the Support team for routine checkups or as an
aid tool while troubleshooting probl
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Runner Up

An Internet-of-Things based application that enables smooth inventory management, along with
seamless tracking of location and repair status of the inventory devices. Post officials are the
intended users.
By incorporating IOT, the application significantly reduces the manual effort required to maintain
inventory, by using a simple yet elegant system of barcode scanning. This saves a lot of time and
labor at a very nominal cost.
In summary - an IOT-based, responsive web-app for maintenance.

The solution to the selected problem follows an approach which tries to cover up all the real-time
issues. Properly predicting the arrival of the article and informing the addressee about it makes
them aware when they will receive it. In case of any emergency, the addressee will get the facility
to interact via the system to the Post-office which in turn will notify the post-man. This will help to
reduce the wastage of time. Hence it can create a ground-breaking deal.
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/de
tection-ofplagiarismand-otherXpose
fraudulentactivitiesin-postplacementrelateddocument
s/

To reduce the act of plagiarism and other fradulaent activities in post placement related docs by
using the principles of Ã¢â‚¬Å“MACHINE LEARNINGÃ¢â‚¬Â& Ã¢â‚¬Å“COMPUTER VISIONÃ¢â‚¬Â

Departme
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Runner Up t
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ent (DRD)

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/de
velop-asystemthatenablesanyperson-inOur idea is to make an android interface for effortless submission of work demand, job allocation
rural-areaand tracking. SMS tracking and alerts allow proactive usage in locations without internet
toMGNREGS connectivity. It is developed keeping in mind the low literacy level of workers and provides
proactivel App
alternatives(Voice assistant, color coding, etc) for easy access of app for them. Non-GP employers
y-demandlike farmers etc. can notify job vacancies to GP increasing job opportunities and decreases the
for-workstate fund involved.
requiredto-bedoneundermgnregsrecognize
d-workclassificati
ons/
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for-pmaygprogram/

Our Idea is very Simple, We are going to provide a mobile service plus UI Service that help us to
track information and provide an efficient way to Update PMAY(G) program details of individual
candidates. We are going to produce a sample database that include details of individual and we
are going to use our service that we have created to automate this process as described in our
proposed solution document. We believe using this kind of service is goingto help Gramin people
to use our service

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/sy
stem-forefficientandtranspare
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An ecosystem comprising of a WEB APPLICATION, ANDROID APP and IVR is made available to
SHG's so that even if they do not have a smartphone or internet connection they can still access
basic information related to buying and selling goods. Also, importance has been placed on
training these groups with new skills by providing video tutorials to them. The website itself can
be converted to any regional language. Plus, the Android App can be used even if the user is
illiterate, making it effective.
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The main aim of our idea is to create an application that provides a platform in which the DDUGKY beneficiaries can interact and get updates from the trainers, employers and the ministry.The
application also helps the ministry to get live updates on this entire procedure which will help
them evaluate their progress. The application uses machine learning algorithms on the
beneficiaryÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s data to predict the areas of improvement,future needs and to get better
insights on the scheme.
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In order to make WQM cost effective and minimise operation and maintenance efforts, instead of
directly testing the quality of water by assessing individual components, we present an approach
to test water samples preliminarily for pH, EC along with temperature. We propose to develop a
prototype module that will enable a naÃƒÂ¯ve user to decide if sample is to be further tested or if
it's safe for a particular usage, saving time and resources and empowering the common man to
test for water quality.
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Idea is to build a harmonic measuring circuit (In voltage/current) from the scratch. This data
(%THD & individual harmonics) will be sent over to a remote End Device via Internet. Data
Analysis and cloud Storage ensures vibrant features like Probability Distribution function for next
day, Alerts in case of crossing limit of IEEE 519 standard, etc. Mitigation measures can also be
automatically implemented.

The idea is to regulate the influx of people visiting the science express by using a Pre-Booking
Structure for the schools and individual groups, for specific date, time and venue.
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This project could be summarized as an online platform,backed by a central database, which will
act as an interface between the MPs and various departments to digitize the written
questionnaire process of Parliament.Separate logins to the MPs and Departments would be
allocated. MPs will have access to modules for creating questions and viewing replies sent by the
Departments.The platform will validate the questions and responses based on several logics and
can be solved within the allotted time.

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/cr
eatingSTROKE
awarenessRUNNER
for-strokethroughgamingtime-isbrain/

Introducing Stroke RunnerÃ¢â‚¬Â¦a 2-D android game with many incredible levels where player
has to run for his life from causes like evil obesity, wicked alcohol etc.Progress through the
campaign by dodging the obstructions.A unique chasing boss representing the cause of stroke at
each level,if player is caught by the boss before level completion,he will get the stroke and show
the symptoms.He will then run into hospital theme to collect medical kits for treatment.Earn and
Share rewards with friends.
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The idea will be executed with the aid of a Web Application which will run dynamically to book
the slots for visiting the science express. The schools will have to pre book their visitation for a
given date, after which their time slot will be specified by the administration in Booking
Confirmation.

RISK
PREDICTIN
G AND
We have modelled the MACE data for prediction of the type of Myocardial Infarcation. Then on a
SURVIVAL
manually generated time instant data (derived from MACE data) we have modelled the survival
MODELLI
analysis. We expect that upon receiving of full data, we would be able to model more effiiciently
NG OF
MACE
DATA

We have done a lot of research and have taken care of each and every aspect. Our project is
divided into two parts:
Website/Portal:

1.Front-end application interface to be operated by users, scientists, researchers and directors.

2.Back-end having a PHP based application handling all incoming requests and business logic.

3.Back-end based API serving Front-end.

Android Application:

1.Android application for Android based mobiles supporting Android 5.0+

2.Back-end based API serving our Android App
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novate.my
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We create an application that work as a search engine or mapping device. That provide
interactive environment to find out location using Pin Code , here we are work on a server that
will be connected to the device and an online portal , where an organisation can register to a
particular pincode and that will be reflected on the server , so that the device can access it

The idea is to create an interactive mobile application game with the novel objective of spreading
awareness and educating people about the correct preventive measures to be taken against
Dengue and Chikungunya.

This game aims to provide a sense of responsibility among the people towards creating a cleaner,
hygienic and a disease free environment; thus making our world truly a better place.

The motivation behind this project is to track the file in a centralized repository of data and the
documents in an organization.Since the data are present in the centralized repository, they are
encrypted using the coke format and making it impossible to tamper. Thus, it can only be
decrypted using the Client Side Software called as DOCurator.
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on (ISRO)

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/de
velop-anadd-onfor-anypopularopen-

Customizing the popular open-source VPN solution Ã¢â‚¬Å“OpenVPNÃ¢â‚¬Â•to enable secure
authentication using one-time Password (OTP), private key and bio-metric access integrated. It
Multiserves as an add-on for VPN authentication.The Multi-Factor authentication technology is
factor
integrated with the VPN and the access to VPN service is provided by verifying the authenticity of
authentica
the user.
tion addon for
OpenVPN
This heightens the security of the VPN service and can be easily deployed as an add-on with
simple UI and backend.
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
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plementsecuredatatransferusingsteganogr
aphy/

Augmente
d Reality
Steganogr
aphyARSteg

ARSteg is a novel steganography tool that uses Augmented Reality technology for encrypting
images. It is a very new approach to the steganography domain as it does not change any
properties of the image and that makes it impossible to crack the message behind image without
the right application and authentication, It can be used to hide data in physical as well as virtual
images. User just needs to select an image that would act as a marker that would contain secret
message or secret image.
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Space
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on (ISRO)
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novate.my
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on-using-a- ATION
novelapproach/

The main issue with any spam classification algorithm and software is that it becomes obsolete
after some time and needs to be constantly refurbished considering the ever changing pattern of
the data. We propose to improve the accuracy and dynamic nature of spam classification using
neural networks.
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s

when email sent we have put 3 security questions(unique like Aadhar card no) using 3 because
probability of answering decreases or otp authentication via mobile so when sender tries to send
mail he has to answer security question which have brute force protection or otp before sending,
this is for MITM attack when attacker intercepts without security questions but if attacker has
email with security question then we put ttl of packets to 1 and for outside network attack we
have SPF records.
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Proposed system uses deep learning approach to learn discriminative features from leaf images
with classifiers for plant identification. Provided an image of leaves of any species of Medicinal
Plants, the proposed system will able to detect and identify the species of respected plant and its
location. Prototype will need a picture of leaf of plant of any size, resolution, taken at any time of
day for processing the result. System will compare the input image with training dataset.
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/qu
ickdiagnosisof-skindiseases/

A portable device application is developed that allow its user to input images related to the
disease into a system which after processing the provided images can classify skin disease and
also provide appropriate solution. Image of skin disease is taken and various preprocessing
techniques are applied onto the provided images for noise removal and image enhancement. This
image is segmented by using a segmentation technique i.e. thresholding segmentation. At last,
data mining techniques are used
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gov.in/cha
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mes-forpropagati
ng-ayushsystemsofmedicine/

init_6
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Skin
Disease
Diagnostic
Applicatio
n

The Android application to be featured would allow patients to decide upon the delicate and
crucial criteria/matters of good and natural health.The search option lets the patients to be
assigned with appropriate consultant/services, further results and guidance is madeavailable
through chats(text/video). A supporting external (optional) hardware kit can be used to measure
the basic preliminary medical tests as in heart rate, BP, glucose level, body temperature.

Game for
the
propagati Game for the propagation of Health knowledge (AYUSH) : We will design a game which will
on of
consist of various modes , & which will increase the knowledge & awareness of the player about
Health
personal health.
knowledg
e (AYUSH)

In our solution, the website will operate on 2 user modules:

1. Applicant Module

2. Administrator Module
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https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
Grant
llenges/on
Applicant can fill, print and check the status of the application.
Applicatio
linen
submissio
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n-of-grantAdministrator can check & update the status of submitted applications.
n&
applicatio
Tracking
ns-andSystem
their-realtimestatus-2/
We will maintain two databases. One database to store applications and another to store
authentication details.

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/ke
CGO
epingtrack-ofhealth-ofcancer-

We will use HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT and BOOTSTRAP in designing the front-end, PHP in serverside scripting and MySQL for database management.
OUR APP Name is CGO(Cancer Go)This application is basically an android application. This
application works over Internet .

Technology:-Android, ORACALE, JAVA.

ORACALE we will use for the Database

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/inf
ormationregardingThe solution that we propose to alleviate this lack of transparency is to create an online portal
activitiesthat showcases the ongoing projects, their status, budget sanctions and all relevant information in
The Northof-variousan attractively designed and user-friendly website. We are also proposing a mobile application for
East Portal
inthe same purpose for the ease of users.This will help MoDoNER monitor and keep track of all
ministries
ongoing projects and get feedback from the people of the North East.
departme
nts-innortheasternregion/
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Everybody uses or is affected by the use of roads. Road networks facilitate transport services. In
north east roads are the major transport mode. While driver errors such as speeding,drunk
driving etc.are among the leading causes of accidents.Dangerous conditions also arise from the
poor physical condition of a road and its surroundings.This project aims on detection,
identification of these problem faced by drivers, cyclist, pedestrians etc. and transmission of data
to maintenance authorities.
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The app will showcase all the famous products of northeast. Users will be able to view products
location wise to see what's available in their state. So we are empowering producers by cutting
middlemen so that consumers can visit them and buy the product or know more about the
product's origin.
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We aim to implement the distributed video coding technique, which is an emerging coding
paradigm for the Compression of Video/Image data to be sent via Satellite Telemetry/GSM, with
high compression efficiency and resilience to transmission errors. Also instead of using x264
encoding we plan to use x265 encoding format for greater compression.
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n-hacks/

FEISTELAES
SANDWIC
H

Our algorithm uses a combination of AES and Feistel cipher with RSA for the sharing of the mutual
key that is required by the aforementioned combination of symmetric key cryptosystems. The
AES+DES cryptosystem involves 4 Feistel rounds sandwiched between layers of AES. This ensures
the stubborn resistance that the cipher would offer to attempts at cryptanalysis. Also the RSA
encryption for the key is equally hard to crack. This further asserts our belief in this system being
difficult to hack.
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novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/po
rtmanagem
entsoftware/

Port
Managem
ent
Software

Software to identify the ships through their IMO & MMSI Number, Real Time GPS Tracking,
Priority scheduling through ant colony algorithm(maintaining Priority Queue), Port efficiency
calculation through Data Envelopment Analysis Program, Idle fuel consumption and CO2 emission
calculation (results stored in the database)
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The idea we propose consists of two parts. The first is the monitoring of ocean quality. We link up
the already existing monitoring stations to a common web,app portal with a centralized database
thus making the data available digitally. We also have an idea to build our own ocean coastal
monitoring sensors that will collect data continuously and occasionally an underwater drones can
be sent to retrieve the data from them and to capture any abnormalities in the ocean. We also
monitor shipyards.
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https://in
novate.my
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llenges/ea
syDrishti
navigationsystem-forvisuallyimpairedpersons/

The Network Stats web application will work on a simple methodology: Data-collection,
normalization and storage. Data collection process is based on python script which runs in the
background and scans for active connections to the server. Normalization shall extract only the
required information from the data fetched, which shall be stored into suitable log files.
Customized reports on the statistics shall be displayed using suitable tools.

The Google Maps and Google Text to Speech only provides the route for navigation, and does not
give an insight about the live scenario. Our approach targets to build a multilingual GIS platform
that will integrate the Live Image Recognition and Processing tool, which will effectively detect
live objects, both moving and stationary ones like traffic signals, zebra crossings, moving vehicles,
poles etc. making the navigation process easier for the Visually Impaired and reducing road
accidents.Ã¢Â•
Â Ã¢Â•
Â Ã¢Â•
Â
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Sushrut will be a web portal which will make available the medical history of patient across
hospitals on demand through a cloud across the nation.Doctors can access patients medical
history if patients are under consultation.Government can analyze the health related data and
strategize the necessary measures accordingly.

https://in
novate.my
gov.in/cha
Safety
llenges/el
Ensuring
ectronicWearable
personalsafetysystem/

Safety Ensuring Wearable is a prompt approach towards a universal solution for the problems
concerning oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s safety and security. Working-women returning late night,children being
escorted to schools via pull-car and aged people staying forlorn and forsaken,prove to be soft and
easy targets for miscreants to try their hands on them,committing heinous crimes.Thus,we have
come up with a unique solution, a friend in disguise,which would notify the registered contacts in
case threat is encountered.
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There are a lot of CCTV Cameras already installed all over metro cities- streets, government sites,
malls across India. This footage from the CCTV cameras is helpful to prove the crime in court but
is rarely used to stop a crime from taking place. We would like to propose an artificially intelligent
system which summarizes live footage from CCTV cameras from all around the city to check for a
crime/accident in real time and alert the nearest police stations or emergency services using call.
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Develop an android app based on navigation system which use gps technology and a stick with
micro controller and sensor for obstacle detection.

IOT Based Water Surveillance System offers a viable solution that provides automated supervision
over the content of the chemicals in the water.

It calculates the chemical content of the water inlets and allow the water to add to the water
bodies.

Uses solar energy for power source.

Will be operated by the concerned authority using application (Mobile or Web Page) which is
networked to the Cloud Server.

Our solution hereby aims to save mankind and encourage the movement of digitalized India. The
technology we will be using is an Android application due to its huge outreach in the present
scenario.Our aim is to enable every individual to dispose waste safely with a realization of how
much they are saving environment (evaluation of health hazard) and be assure by handing over
the e-waste to authorized collection centers enabled by government to eradicate the waste.
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This project involves the approach of Internet of Things (IoT) . We are using customized
sensorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s node for monitoring the parameters of water like pH , turbidity , temperature ,
oxidation reduction potential, Dissolved Oxygen etc. The information is going to be level headed
constantly and this information will be consigned to the database using TCP protocol and if the
tolerable limit is exceeded , a warning will be notnotified to authorities by IFTTT protocol and
twitter API push notification.
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Global water problem can be solved by prudent and responsible use. During studies carried out to
find out the reason for water scarcity, inefficient water management was identified as one of the
major cause. A proper system for water usage audit will help to promote better management
plan for water usage in the country. The proposed system will monitor the water consumption
per household/agricultural/industrial sector providing useful data and predictions for careful and
efficient usage to user.
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Our inexpensive, low power, portable, efficient device implements an array of various pollutants
measuring sensors according to the AQI and with help of IoT to record and observe values from
anywhere in the world to analyze data at regular intervals and also warn the general public via
broadcasting message if necessary.
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spoofingdetection/

Email spoofing has been the greatest thread in mail communication system.In this system an
authentication is provided to the mail when the system is accessed through an new device,under
successful authentication the IP address of the system is added to SPF record maintained in the
server.Once the mail is sent from the Sender it is transferred to the DNs Server,where the IP
address of the device is mapped with the SPF record.Header Analysis mechanism is carried to
transfer the mail to reciever.

#MEA9
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novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/en
suringaccess-ofemail-andnotes-inthe-smartphones/

Our solution to the problem is an app client on Android which ensures end-to-end encryption of
the messages by integrating the RSA encryption algorithm and by using the concept of publicprivate key pair to ensure the same. The notes in the user's smartphone will be stored using AES
256 encryption.
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The solution to this problem is to store the geographical location ,via the geocoder method during
login time itself.(without any additional overhead of any sort.) Geocoding is the process of
converting addresses (like \\\"1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA") into geographic
coordinates (like latitude 37.423021 and longitude -122.083739), which you can use to place
markers or position the map.Here the division of local admins pertain them to handle their
respective student grievances.
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This webapp establishes a direct link between the farmers and the retailers, in order to eliminate
the intermediaries. In doing so, the farmers will receive better returns for their produce, and the
retailers can receive quality products at reduced cost. In our app, there will be a list of registered
retailers and farmers. Farmers need to publish their products along with the minimum price they
expect for them. If the retailers are interested in the product, they can place their bids on them.
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Providing the database to the foreign investors about the availability of the food products in
INDIA.

In order to simply the solution, information is gathered DISTRICT WISE based on the main
availability of a product in each district.
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The application has been designed in a farmer friendly manner.Every detail that the farmer enters
shall be in a speech to text format.The app shall notify him how to use and switch on his internet
connection when it is required.Intense use of Data Analytics and Machine Learning has been used
to recommend farmers to the FPI and conversely true for the farmers based upon innumerable
factors like location,perishability of crop etc.The app shall be designed by considering reduced
effort on farmer.
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novate.my
gov.in/cha
llenges/ap
p-formonitorin
g-of-theexaminati
onsystem/

A single common mobile app which provides simple solution to all types of examination
conducted in our country.Basically we have used a algorithm for fixing examination center of
students such that they get nearest examination center and external examiners & evaluators are
allocated center nearest to their corresponding institutes.An app where every faculties can check
their duty and payment status from a single common platform.Moreover,all impersonation cases
are eliminated providing security.
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We are working on two case.
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case 1 Tool to identify the publication is original or the pirated

case 2 stopping the plagiarism of NCERT content

For solving Case 1 we are using unique approach of QR-Code, we are developing QR code for each
and every book and we have a data base which will store all QR Code as a value of sold or not
sold.

By this approach we have assign every book a number but here number is hidden in form of QR
code.

When a person is going to buy a book, he/she will scan the QR
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We aim to build a web application software where user can upload the documents ( both scanned
and digital ) into the secure server. These documents can later be retrieved by user searching for
any related keywords within the document. The retrieved document can also be downloaded into
the user's computer.

Index
Factor
The solution proposed is to standardize the marks of any examination in a simple and effective
based
way. This solution is based on an index factor that we have defined as a method. This helps in
Standardiz
bridging the gap between students from different boards too.
ation of
Marks
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By this software tool a student can give feedback on the teachers regarding different aspects like
teaching ability, attitude towards teaching, classroom management and leadership quality etc.
Arbitrary keys will be generated for all students by using this software tool. The feedback analysis
of all the students in a specific section/group will be cumulatively averaged and a brief report will
be generated. In this software tool the identification of the student will be kept anonymous.
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Accidents
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The RFID sensor is placed 5 km away from the barrier on both the sides and the RFID tag is
mounted on the top of the trains.The transponder placed on poles senses the tags on the trains
and fetches the details of train.This collected information will be passed on to the controller.
When the train would be 5 Km away from the barrier, the alarm will get activated to alert the
nearby passers 500m away from the barrier.pressure sensor is placed at distance of 3 km from
the barrier.
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ent/

The paper discusses the technical and design aspects in detail and also provides the proposed
smart waste container. In our project we are going to design the smart waste container using
level sensors and smell sensors to intimate the filled waste container to the authority by a voice
call using micro controller and GSM module.
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In case of rail accidents, we are going to track the accident spot and send the location through
GSM to the server stations. The GPS will give the nearby hospitals , police station, fire brigades
locations and GSM will send an emergency message requesting for aids.
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Virtual
Tour of
Railway
Station

For Virtual Tour of station we'll make constellation of 360Ã¢â‚¬â„¢ navigable panoramas.We are
not using videos or images as videos will consume more Memory & alot of bandwidth on
ClientSide and images are not that user interactive.User can search for the station from
web/android app or use his GPS to start tour of nearest station where all the main facilities can be
searched while touring the station .Results of facilities will be sorted as per linear distance from
user using Vincenty's/Haversine.
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Vehicle
overspeed
detection
system

Accidents are often reported due to negligence by the road users and over speeding.Combination
of Image processing and IoT build a smart solution to solve this problem with minimal human
intervention. Real time video feed from the traffic camera is processed on the Raspberry pi to
detect over-speeding. The photo of the over-speeding vehicle and the vehicle number extracted
in text format is uploaded on a cloud storage accessible to the authorities for further action to be
initiated.
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Our proposed idea is a personal safety mobile application ,Ã¢â‚¬ËœbeBraveÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ with an
emergency panic button which can become a savior for the female passengers of the Indian
Railways in case of an alarming situation. The Main highlight feature of this app is that it requires
NO INTERNET
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This paper presents a device to detect rash driving on highways.If an accident has occurred at a
particular location and it is assumed that two vehicles are involved, then the vibration sensor
placed in front of these vehicles senses the vibration and gives the alert to the control server
through the zigbee communication. Even if someone who caused the accident happens to escape,
then the vibration sensors in vehicle send the corresponding GPS location to the Traffic Cops
server via zigbee.

We come up with the idea that Similar to the Truck/Vehicle details in that database we can add
some more details like actual weight of the empty Truck/Vehicle, legal limits allowed and Present
TruckÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s weight in motion using WIM (Weight In Motion) system and it is updated to the
Corresponding TruckÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s RC number in the same database.An Alert is sent to the
competent authority if the present TruckÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s load is higher than legal limits of the Truck.
The solution involves the use of RFID technology ,installing the RFID cards onto the vehicles such
that when vehicle in range of the RFID reader the mobile application urges the user to make the
payment online at real time or later.

On the completion of this step a QR code would be generated , and at the toll booth the driver
can directly pass by showing this electronic generated bill with QR code onto the scanner at the
booth.
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We have decided to make a web-portal for this problem. This portal will act as a bridge between
the businesses looking for the workforce and the individuals looking for work according to their
skills. This portal will also help the small-businesses and startups to seek assistance in business
development, planning etc. , ultimately helping them to grow. So, this web-portal will help the
businesses to deploy the right people at the right job and help them track the performance of
their employees.
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A user friendly, multi lingual android app to help students and employers find nearest PMKVY
training centers with courses and batches information (using GPS).
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Mobile
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Power
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Our solution is development of web based android application with the working as:-On starting
the app, student must login (or register).It will display career choices available in different
sectors.The student may select any one of them, then following services will be offered :Selection
of courses, Emerging demand and job prospects for that choice, access(where training is
available),details of the training courses,estimated wages, Career progression, scope, Book links
with the expert help.

Power theft can be minimized by integrating of two theft detection systems. An Artificial
Intelligence based power tapping

detection system that profiles a consumerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s power usage and detects anomalies in their
usages. And a system for users to send location data along with images to a central server to
complain about possible thefts has been added. After receival of such complaints, government
officials can inspect the location.

We propose to develop a mobile application that would be used by different contractors and
would be monitored by the respective administrators.
Applicatio
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g
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s

The app would serve the following purpose:-

1. Track the manpower actually deployed by the contractors, with the use of aadhar card and biometric input(finger-print) from the worker and matching it with the data maintained in the
database.

2.The app would also generate deployment reports and also the complete details of the workers
and contractors.
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Automatic
System to
Power-off
Street
light in
day time/ using microcontroller we can turn off alternate street lights in the midnight automatically and
Powering using photocell we turn on and off the street light in day and night automatically.
off
alternate
street
lights at
midnight.

ARtifacts :
A Smart
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providing
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ary of
exhibits in
Museum

We propose an interactive Mobile Application for enhancing on-site museum and art gallery
experience through Augmented Reality technology. This experience can not only promote the
social and educational roles of traditional museums in the digital era but also boost the value of
cultural heritage.

Our objective is to design an on-site personalized museum recommendation system to extend the
connection between visitors and collections, focusing on the user experience.

"Beacon and QR code" technologies integrated with the artifact(s) are being used in our
multilingual Application. Users shall be notified if there are any artifacts nearby via Beacon or they
can manually use the QR code. App is empowered with time scheduler which act as a virtual
guide. It also includes interactive features like Augmented reality, Real time tracking and feedback
MUSEUM
system.
E GUIDE
It will mitigate fraudulent activities, irrelevancy of contents and improve the present scenario of
tourism.

Trekaholics is an app that provides upport to the trekkers by providing all relevant information
from monitoring health to helpline numbers, from mapping the routes to managing emergencies,
TREKAHOL
weather updates etc in any platform. Specific packages can be downloaded for localised mapping
ICS
in offline mode. It can be connected to the ministry of tourism and monitored using aadhar or ssn
numbers.

We are proposing a cross platform app for SAFETY & SECURITY of Single Woman Traveler
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By including various features we are tackling common problems faced by single woman traveler.
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Features

1)GPS Tracking

Unsafe Area Monitoring,

Best Possible Safe Route

2)QR Code

3)Shake to Alert

4)Buzzer at Distant

5)Safety Tips

6)Friends Circle.

These Features will prove as Digital Solution for Safety and Security of Single Woman Traveler &
will decrease CRIME AGAINST WOMAN and will increase TOURISM Of INDIA.
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We will be using the Augmented Reality (AR) Technology for solving this Problem. This technology
works with help of Markers, In this case we can use the Photographs of exhibits as marker, which
will be printed on Brochure. When we will move the phone over the marker, the Audio will start
playing. By this method we can have the audio info of all the Exhibits and every visitor can hear it
Separately. Also for additional info he can raise Query, which will be answered by Museum later
on via E-mail.

We aim to solve the problem by digitising the process of updating the vacancies and providing
study material to teachers for updating their knowledge through our android app and web
application which is easy to use and efficient. The issue of absenteeism will be solved by tracking
the location of teacher by using GPS of the phone. We believe that one of the most critical factor
in India's growth is educating the youth of the country. We hope that our solution helps in this
regard.

We are proposing a website as a solution which will have following features:-

1)Latest News from all over India. 2)Searching of News on the basic of any problem and state and
city wise news can also be searched.

3)Graphical analysis of news.4)If a problem is arising repeatedly in a city than website will alert
NCPCR about that city 5)Link to various NGO'S , NPO'S and other child related
organisations.5)Secured for NCPCR 6)News can also be shared with other organisations on
permission.
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evanceThe Web Application will be asking the users to submit their grievances and categorise them
redressal- Advanced under a pre defined category list. This category list will help resolve correlated issues easily. The
mechanis Grievance Web Application will be using advanced statistical tools so that the stake holders like the
m-related- Database ministries (Eg. Ministry Of Health And Family Welfare , Minister Of Ayush, etc.) can easily visualise
to-childthe submitted queries.
healthandnutritionat-ncpcr/
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childtheir most recent amendments and related developments.
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To make a website that would be used by the Authorities at the national and state level that
monitor the implementation of the RTE Act by the SMCs.The authorities, using this website would
be able to monitor the work and progress of the SMCs. SMCs, on the other hand, would update
their work and developments on the website.We would also make a mobile app for the SMCs so
that they are able to update their information even through that.

Now a days there is large demand for Onions, Even onions are stored and kept for the

future use of customer. When Onions are stored many times there is chance of getting
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smart
vitiate due to infections, temperature. There is no system design to protect the onion from
onion
warehous
e
all these causes. So the aim is to design the system that will protect the onion from getting

infected, perished and many more. So the proposed system is Internet of Things (IoT) based

which include sensors and ardino kit
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We intend to enhance the poor healthcare conditions of rural areas via our proposed system
Medical
MASS using the technology of Artificial Intelligence. Our system majorly focuses on helping people
Assistance
residing in the remote areas. Delay in the primary medical aid is responsible for the high mortality
Support
rate in rural areas. MASS is designed as a solution to this root cause and thus will be a boon to the
System.
medical as well as technological field.

License
Integrated
Safety
Device

We have developed a device which ensures the safety of vehicles by scanning the license and also
allows the owner to track the vehicle at any given time. We have also included a safety feature for
recovery of vehicle in case the owner loses his license and his vehicle is stolen.
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Making
lakes free
We will remove solid waste from lakes and also purify water.This is performed with the help of
from solid
automatic boat which is connected with sensors,motors,GPS tracking ,Microcontroller and Image
waste and
Processing Techniques.
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This device also ensures that no individual is allowed to drive a vehicle without a valid license. The
device also maintains records of the vehicles previous trips and whereabouts.

ArishthaPath is a kit consisting of sensors (pressure, jerk, water, gas) to sense an accident along
with GPS, GSM and Arduino. In case of accident, the proposed system is able to detect it
automatically by the kit and also able to send the exact location to a GOOGLE MAP API. The
Google MAP API is accessible to the authorised people. Ambulance service providers can access it
to provide faster service as the accurate location is shown on the map API. It works without
human interaction.

The noetic conception of making Integrated Information system of Educational Institutes

(IISEI) is to break the isolation of different digital platforms of government providing the
Integrated
Informatio
n system
of
information regarding Educational Institutes and its policies.This can be achieved by developing
Education
al
Institutes
an integrated website which has the web crawler that crawls all the target websites link by

link and collecting information from there and store it in the database.
UIS is an online portal system stands for University Identification System which will show the
public profile of the University created by the

University
Identificati
on System
UGC by assigning unique alpha-numeric code to every authorized University. This code will be
(UIS)
publicly available to check the profiles of the universities about there authorization and approved
programs.
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Genetic algorithm is providing one of the best solutions for efficient timetable generation.
Proposed tool can easily eliminate conflicts like timeslot, location, class, no any lecture on
holidays. The separate timetable for faculty and student will be generated, that will get in the
form of excel sheet.
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To get the solution of operational management of institutional funding, our team has decided to
Operation
develop a web application with concept of ATAW (Any Time Any Where).
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